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Year in Review

1. Review 2014
2. QMP Award
3. Decertification

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTTCP)
The Show Must Go On
UWP Tornado on 6-16-2014
We moved off the shut down campus to the campus farm
Awarded 1,520 certifications at 61 events

Certification Comparison by Year

- 1,520 certifications
- 61 events
795 (52%) at class sites
725 (48%) at exam sites
Highway Technician Certification Program

- A recent partnering event with WisDOT
- Spring Break on Campus
- Industry Profiler Training, 3-13-2007
- HTCP Profiler Training and Certification on 3-14-2007
- Profiler Computer training, 3-15-2007
Dave-FHWA, Russ-UWP, Mela-DLC @ UWP, Rich-WisDOT, MC Development
MCT-Materials Coordinator Training
Materials Coordinator
Development
MCT-Materials Coordinator Training
MCT-Materials Coordinator Training
New PCCTEC-I Instructor
Andrea Breen
New AGGTEC-I Instructor
Howard Marg
2 New PCCTEC-I Instructors
Jon Joslin, Tony Straseske
WAPA HMA QMP Award Expanded
To Industry Wide QMP Award
WAPA HMA QMP Award Expanded To Industry Wide QMP Award
HTCP QMP Award
2013 Winners
Decertification

The evolving decertification process—The formal process starts with a letter

Continue to bring uniformity and consistency to the process

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTCP)
Decertification

A two-tier decertification process is evolving

• Flagrant
• Non-Flagrant

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTCP)
Decertification-Draft

Flagrant-Starts w/ a Letter

Roles:

A = Moves quickly

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTCP)
Decertification-Draft

Non-Flagrant-Starts w/ a Letter

Step 1:

A key step in the non-flagrant decertification process is evidence gathering which is followed by the letter

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTCP)
Decertification-Draft

Non-Flagrant-Starts w/ a Letter

Roles:

A = the technician cited for a deficiency
B = the reporting individual
C = the IA supervisor
D = an independent 3rd party
E = the firm, agency, or contractor

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTCP)
How many Core Elements of the Quality Assurance Program are you involved in?
4. In Closing....

Dennis Dvorak, FHWA,

“What we are doing is important!”
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Thank you.

Highway Technician Certification Program (HTCP)